




Today we’re only going to touch on plugins we use for SEO. You may be surprised at 

some of the choices.





The best SEO plugin, IMO. Tons of features, easy to configure and use. They also 

have a premium version with more tools.

Make sure to set all the necessary features, like the sitemap, etc.



Schema is data about data. Allows the Search Engines to read the schema and 

understand the page better.

Use this plugin to add schema to your pages and posts. Schema is advance SEO, 

especially needed if you have digital competition.



Rich cards are the result of Schema applied to content. The Search engine is then 

capable of pulling out what it needs to answer the query.



Because speed is SEO



Speed is an important SEO ranking factor, especially on mobile; as the Webmaster, 

this is a factor you can control.

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/01/using-page-speed-in-mobile-search.html



Allows you to compress images and thus improve load times



Very powerful tool. In WordPress there is a plugin that is being developed in 

cooperation with WP and Google



Extra tracking codes add load to your code and slow your site down. Moving this code 

to Google Tag Manager counters the speed impact of the code to your site



Security is important to your rankings.

Google wants a secure web: https://security.googleblog.com/2018/02/a-

secure-web-is-here-to-stay.html



Full service Security plugin that doesn’t try to also make coffee for you.



Tons of useful features, especially the “Brute force attack protection”



Additional items



By nesting pages by topic, you can visually see how pages relate to each other. This 

help with the organization of silos (categories)

Internally linking pages sends a clearer signal about pages and their relationship to 

each to search engines. Links pass SEO authority. 



Retain SEO equity by providing redirect -- the equivalent of a postal forwarding notice 

-- to search engines.











We won’t use plugins that are not updated often, or have poor reviews.



1. View your content lists differently - CMS Tree View

2. Add menus to the editor

3. Security, blocking IPs known to be nefarious

4. GA, HotJar, etc
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